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chemical elements that they have led to the establishment of large chemical
industries.
Inland Waters as Sources of Food
In spite of stories of big fish caught in inland lakes and rivers, the
amount of food procured in this way is small unless the fish come in from
the sea. This is mainly because inland waters supply barely enough fish
to tempt professional fishermen. The fish are caught by amateurs who
go fishing only a few times each year. Nevertheless, some of the larger
lakes, and especially rivers such as the Penobscot and Columbia, where
salmon, shad, and sea trout come in from the ocean, support far more
fishermen in proportion to their size than do the seas. These men and
those who catch salmon and other fish at the mouths of rivers entering
the sea procure two fifths of the whole catch in the United States. In
Russia, also, the Volga, Don, and other rivers support extensive fisheries.
The most famous of these are the sturgeon fisheries, which produce
expensive caviar, as the roe or eggs of this fish is called.
Inland Waters as Barriers
The importance of inland waters as barriers is even greater than
that of the oceans. Every person who reads this book has probably been
put to inconvenience hundreds of times because of some comparatively
slight water barrier. Perhaps it was only a brook to be jumped, or a
mud puddle to be gone around. Perhaps it was a river which made it
necessary to go several blocks out of the direct route to reach a bridge
or ferry. Because of their small size and great number inland waters are
more troublesome than the vast water barrier of the ocean. Only rarely,
as on the Great Lakes and the Yangtze, and Rhine rivers, can one travel
far on them in the right direction. Because they are numerous, frequent
bridges are necessary along most routes, or else one must keep changing
between land transportation and boats.
The Mississippi River as a Great Water Barrier. The Mississippi
River illustrates many of the ways in which inland waters serve as bar-
riers. On the map notice how largely this great river forms the boundary
between states. This is natural, for the stream is so wide, so deep, and so
subject -to great floods that.it is difficult to cross it in boats, and very
difficult to bridge it. Not till 1930 was there any bridge over the main
river below Memphis, 500 miles from the mouth, and till 1939 people and
trains had to cross by ferry at New Orleans. Even now the lower 1,400
miles of the river is crossed by bridges at only five places.
In order to realize the importance of the Mississippi barrier, consider
how many delays it causes. Even where a ferry is close at hand, it is a

